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Abstract

Two experiments examined 8-month-old infants’ use of configural and physical knowl-
edge in segregating three-dimensional adjacent displays. The infants in Experiment 1 saw
two identical yellow octagons standing side by side; in the test events, a hand grasped the
right octagon and pulled it to the side. The infants looked reliably longer when the octagons
moved apart than when they moved together, suggesting that the infants (a) perceived the
octagons as a single unit and hence (b) expected them to move together and were surprised
when they did not. The infants in Experiment 2 saw a yellow cylinder and a blue box; a
hand grasped the cylinder and pulled it to the side. The infants looked reliably longer when
the box moved with the cylinder than when the box remained in place, suggesting that they
(a) viewed the cylinder and box as distinct units and thus (b) expected the cylinder to move
alone and were surprised when it did not. These results indicate that, by 8 months of age,
infants use configural knowledge when organizing adjacent displays: they expect similar
parts to belong to the same unit and dissimilar parts to belong to distinct units. Additional
results revealed that 8-month-old infants’ interpretation of displays is affected not only by
configural but also by physical considerations. Thus, infants in Experiment 1 who saw a
thin blade lowered between the octagons viewed them as two rather than as one unit.
Similarly, infants in Experiment 2 who saw the cylinder lying above instead of on the
apparatus floor perceived the cylinder and box as one rather than two units. These results
indicate that 8-month-old infants bring to bear their knowledge of impenetrability and
support when parsing adjacent displays. Furthermore, when faced with two conflicting
interpretations of a display, one suggested by their configural and one by their physical
knowledge, infants allow the latter to supersede the former. Together, these findings suggest
that, by 8 months of age, infants’ approach to segregation is fundamentally similar to that of
adults. 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Consider a typical kitchen in the aftermath of a large dinner party, with pots,
pans, bowls, dishes, glasses, cooking utensils, and silverware jumbled haphazardly
upon every available surface. When surveying (faintheartedly) such a scene, we
perceive not tangled contours, not snarled fragments intertwined in a confused
mass, but distinct, complete objects. How is the process of object segregation
accomplished?

Researchers have long been interested in identifying the various factors involved
in adults’ carving of three-dimensional scenes into separate units. One such factor,
adults’ knowledge about objects, has been the subject of considerable debate (e.g.,
Biederman, 1987; Biederman et al., 1982; Fodor, 1983; Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1981;
Gibson, 1979; Granrud et al., 1985; Kanizsa, 1979; Marr, 1982; Michaels and
Carello, 1981; Rock, 1975, 1983; Turvey et al., 1981; Ullman, 1980, 1986). At
issue is whether what we know about objects affects how we perceive objects.
Some researchers believe that perception is not influenced by knowledge (e.g.,
Fodor, 1983; Gibson, 1979; Kanizsa, 1979; Michaels and Carello, 1981; Turvey et
al., 1981). Processing of the information contained in the visual image is deemed
by some of these theorists to be unnecessary (e.g., Gibson, 1979), and by others to
take place in individual modules that do not exchange information until their
functions are complete (e.g., Fodor, 1983). Despite their theoretical differences,
investigators within this perspective agree that one’s beliefs about the world
cannot alter how one perceives the world.

Other researchers argue that the information contained in the visual image is not
sufficient to ensure accurate perception and must be augmented with stored
knowledge about objects and events (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Biederman et al.,
1982; Granrud et al., 1985; Hummel and Biederman, 1992; Kellman and Spelke,
1983; Marr, 1982; Palmer, 1975; Rock, 1983; Shepard, 1983; Spelke, 1988,
Spelke, 1990; Ullman, 1980, Ullman, 1986). On this view, there is considerable
‘‘cross-talk’’ between lower and higher levels of perceptual and cognitive
processing.

Our approach (Needham, in press; Needham and Baillargeon, in press;
Needham et al., 1997) shares much in spirit with this second perspective. We
believe that at least three kinds of object knowledge contribute to adults’
segregation of stationary three-dimensional displays: configural, physical, and
experiential knowledge. Each kind of knowledge is briefly discussed below.

Configural knowledge refers to adults’ expectations about how objects typically
appear: adults recognize that objects are generally regular in shape, pattern, color,
texture, and so on. As a result, adults tend to group surfaces with similar
perceptual features into the same units, and surfaces with different perceptual
features into separate units. Thus, we organize the surfaces on either side of the
box in Fig. 1(A) into a single unit, but parse the surfaces in Fig. 1(B) into two
adjacent units.

Physical knowledge corresponds to adults’ beliefs about the lawful ways in
which objects can move and interact, such as the beliefs that objects cannot move
through space occupied by other objects and cannot remain stable without support.
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Fig. 1. Based on our configural knowledge, the portion of the display behind the striped box in A would
be parsed into a single unit, and the display shown in B would be parsed into two distinct units.

Adults not only rely on their physical knowledge to predict object boundaries in a
scene, but, in cases of conflict, typically allow interpretations dictated by this
knowledge to override interpretations suggested by their configural knowledge. In
Fig. 2(A), for example, the introduction of the barrier behind the box leads us to
conclude that the surfaces visible to the left and right of the box cannot belong to
the same object because the occluded portion of this object would occupy the same
space as the barrier, an impossible feat. Similarly, we immediately infer that the
surfaces in Fig. 2(B) cannot belong to two separate units because one of the units
would be suspended in midair without support, again an unacceptable outcome.

Experiential knowledge refers to adults’ knowledge of what specific objects, or
types of objects, exist in the world. This knowledge involves representations of
particular objects (e.g., our toothbrush, key ring, or computer) as well as more
abstract representations of object categories (e.g., pens, hammers, and chairs). As
with their physical knowledge, adults commonly allow interpretations suggested
by their experiential knowledge to supersede contrary interpretations suggested by
their configural knowledge (but see Michotte et al., 1964). To illustrate, we
assume that the surfaces to the left and right of the box in Fig. 3 belong to a single
object because this object, although novel, resembles familiar household imple-
ments.

2. Object segregation in infancy

The previous discussion raises several questions about the development of
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Fig. 2. Based on our knowledge of the physical world, we would revise our interpretation of these two
novel displays. What was grouped into a single unit (A) based on configural information is seen as two
separate units as a result of information about impenetrability. Similarly, what was grouped into two
units (B) on the basis of configural information is seen as a single unit as a result of information about
support.

object segregation in infancy. In particular, at what age do infants begin to use
each of the three kinds of object knowledge – configural, physical, and experien-
tial – described above to segregate displays? And how do infants come to integrate
the sometimes conflicting interpretations suggested by the different kinds of
knowledge to attain a stable, veridical view of objects in the world?

The present research focuses on infants’ use of configural and physical
knowledge in segregating stationary three-dimensional displays. Although the role
of physical knowledge in this context has been largely ignored, the same is not
true of configural knowledge: a large number of experiments, conducted primarily
by Spelke, Kellman, and their colleagues, have examined infants’ sensitivity to

Fig. 3. We see this novel display as composed of a single object behind the screen based on our
previous experiences with household items.
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featural information in organizing stationary three-dimensional displays (see
Kellman and Shipley, 1991; Needham et al., 1997; and Spelke and Van de Walle,
1993, for recent reviews). The results of these investigations typically suggest that
young infants do not segregate displays in accordance with their featural properties
– grouping together similar but not dissimilar surfaces – and hence do not possess

1the same configural expectations as adults.
Some of this evidence comes from experiments on infants’ perception of partly

occluded displays (e.g., Craton, 1993, Craton, 1996; Kellman and Spelke, 1983;
Schmidt and Spelke, 1984; Schmidt et al., 1986; Termine et al., 1987). In one
experiment, for example, Kellman and Spelke (1983) habituated 4-month-old
infants to a stationary rod whose center was occluded by a block. Following
habituation, the block was removed and the infants were shown two test displays:
a complete rod, and an incomplete rod composed of the two rod segments visible
above and below the block in habituation. The infants tended to look equally at the
two test displays. These and control results indicated that the infants were
uncertain whether the rod segments visible in the habituation display belonged to a
single object. The same ambiguous percept was observed in subsequent experi-
ments in which the rod was replaced with a triangular rod figure (Kellman and
Spelke, 1983), a two-dimensional surface (Termine et al., 1987), a cube or sphere
(e.g., Schmidt and Spelke, 1984), or, in experiments with 5-month-old infants, a
nonsense form (Schmidt et al., 1986), a two-dimensional surface (Craton, 1996),
and a box with jagged edges (Craton, 1993). Together, these results suggest that
infants aged 5 months and younger do not attend to featural information when
organizing partly occluded displays.

Investigations of infants’ perception of adjacent displays have yielded similar
results (e.g., Hofsten and Spelke, 1985; Kestenbaum et al., 1987; Piaget, 1954;
Spelke, 1988; Spelke et al., 1989; Spelke et al., 1993). For example, Spelke et al.
(1993) habituated 5-month-old infants to a bell-shaped display made of thin
concentric rings of foam core that were painted a uniform color and decorated with
metallic stars. Following habituation, the infants saw two test events: a move-
together and a move-apart event. In both events, a hand grasped the top of the
display and lifted it into the air. In the move-together event, the display moved as
a whole. In the move-apart event, only the top half of the display moved; the
bottom half remained stationary on the apparatus floor. The infants tended to look
equally at the move-together and the move-apart events, suggesting that they were
uncertain whether the bell-shaped display was composed of one or more objects.
The findings obtained with partly occluded and adjacent displays are thus

1 A few findings in the segregation literature point to a different, less negative characterization of
young infants’ sensitivity to featural information. First, when tested with two- as opposed to
three-dimensional displays, infants as young as 3 months of age attend to featural information (e.g.,
Atkinson and Braddick, 1992; Bornstein and Krinsky, 1985; Colombo et al., 1984; Ghim, 1990; Ghim
and Eimas, 1988; Giffen and Haith, 1984; Milewski, 1979; Salapatek, 1975; Treiber and Wilcox,
1980). Second, new experiments by Needham (in press) that build on the present research suggest that
4.5-month-old infants are able to organize at least some three-dimensional displays in accordance with
their featural properties. We return to these last findings in the Conclusion section.
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consistent in suggesting that infants aged 5 months or younger do not segregate
displays in accordance with their featural properties.

At what age do infants begin to demonstrate configural knowledge? Findings
obtained by Schmidt et al. (1986) provide a tentative answer to this question. In
their experiment, 7-month-old infants were habituated to a stationary nonsense
form whose center was occluded by a narrow screen. In one condition, the surfaces
visible on either side of the screen were non-planar, misaligned, and different in
color; in another condition, the surfaces were co-planar, aligned, and uniform in
color. Following habituation, the screen was removed, and the infants saw
complete and incomplete versions of the habituation displays. The infants in the
first condition tended to look equally at the two test displays, suggesting that their
perception of the habituation display was indeterminate. In contrast, the infants in
the second condition looked reliably longer at the incomplete than at the complete
test display, suggesting that they viewed the surfaces on either side of the screen in
the habituation display as belonging to a single object. This last result provides
evidence that 7-month-old infants are able to organize at least some displays in
accordance with their perceptual features.

3. The present research

The goal of the present research was two-fold. First, it sought further evidence
that infants in the second half of the first year attend to and use featural
information when segregating stationary three-dimensional displays. The experi-
ments examined 8-month-old infants’ perception of adjacent displays composed of
two parts that were either identical (Experiment 1) or very different (Experiment
2) in appearance. We reasoned that evidence that the infants grouped the similar
parts into one unit and the dissimilar parts into separate units would provide a
strong indication that 8-month-old infants, like adults, use configural knowledge in
parsing displays.

The second goal of the research was to determine whether 8-month-old infants,
like adults, bring to bear their physical knowledge when organizing stationary
three-dimensional displays. The experiments explored how infants’ responses to
displays were affected by physical information about impenetrability (Experiment
1) or support (Experiment 2) that conflicted with the interpretations suggested by
the displays’ perceptual features.

How sensitive are infants to these physical constraints? There is considerable
evidence that even young infants possess intuitions about objects’ impenetrability
(e.g., Baillargeon, 1987, Baillargeon, 1991; Baillargeon and DeVos, 1991; Spelke
et al., 1992). For example, Baillargeon (1987) habituated 4.5-month-old infants to
a screen that rotated back and forth through a 1808 arc. Following habituation, a
box was placed behind the screen, and the infants were shown a possible and an
impossible event. In the possible event, the screen stopped when it reached the
occluded box; in the impossible event, the screen rotated through a full 1808 arc,
as though the box were no longer present. The infants looked reliably longer at the
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impossible than at the possible event. These and control results indicated that the
infants (a) understood that the screen could not rotate through the space occupied
by the box and hence (b) were surprised in the impossible event when the screen
failed to stop against the box.

Recent evidence indicates that young infants also possess intuitions about
support (e.g., Baillargeon et al., 1992; Baillargeon et al., 1996; Needham and
Baillargeon, 1993). One series of experiments is especially relevant to the present
research (Baillargeon et al., 1996). These experiments examined whether 4.5- and
5.5-month-old infants realize that objects are unstable when released against
vertical surfaces. The infants saw a possible and an impossible event in which a
gloved hand placed a small box against the center of a vertical surface and then
released it. Beneath the box was a platform; the only difference between the two
test events had to do with the height of the platform. In the possible event, the
platform was tall enough to support the box. In the impossible event, the platform
was much shorter and did not contact the box; the box simply lay against the
vertical surface, well above the platform. The 5.5- and even some of the
4.5-month-old infants looked reliably longer at the impossible than at the possible
event. These and control results indicated that the infants (a) recognized that the
box could not remain stable when released against the vertical surface above the
short platform and thus (b) were surprised in the impossible event that the box did
not fall.

In light of the above findings, it seemed reasonable to ask whether 8-month-old
infants would bring to bear their intuitions about impenetrability (Experiment 1)
and support (Experiment 2) when organizing displays. Positive results would
provide the first empirical demonstration that infants, like adults, use their physical
knowledge to segregate stationary three-dimensional displays.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 addressed two questions. First, would infants organize a three-
dimensional adjacent display composed of two identical parts in a manner
consistent with its perceptual features? Second, would infants bring to bear their
knowledge of impenetrability when segregating the display? To test infants’
perception of the display, we used a method similar to that of Spelke et al. (1993).
In this method, infants first observe a stationary display to form an interpretation
of its composition. Next, infants watch test events in which the entire display
moves (move-together event) or only a part of the display moves (move-apart
event). The rationale is that if infants perceived the stationary display as a single
unit, they should expect it to move as a whole and be surprised when it does not.
Conversely, if infants viewed the stationary display as composed of more than one
unit, they should expect the units to move independently and be surprised when
they do not. Because infants’ surprise at an event typically manifests itself by
prolonged attention to the event (e.g., Bornstein, 1985; Spelke, 1985), infants are
expected to look reliably longer at whichever test event depicts the motion
inconsistent with their interpretation of the stationary display.
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the events shown to the infants in Experiment 1.

The infants in Experiment 1 first received a familiarization trial in which they
saw a stationary adjacent display consisting of two yellow octagons decorated with
blue dots and stripes (see Fig. 4 Fig. 5). Next, the infants received two test trials.
At the start of each test trial, a large, thin, metallic blade encased in a wooden
frame stood to the right of the octagons. A gloved hand lifted the blade, turned it
908 (so that only its wooden frame was visible), and lifted and lowered it
repeatedly either to the side of the octagons (blade-beside condition) or between
the octagons (blade-between condition). Next, the hand removed the blade from

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the events shown to the infants in Experiment 1.
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the apparatus. Upon reentering the apparatus, the hand took hold of the right
octagon and pulled it a short distance to the right. For half of the infants in each
blade condition, the left octagon moved with the right octagon when it was pulled
(move-together condition). For the other infants, the right octagon moved apart
from the left octagon, which remained stationary (move-apart condition). The two
blade positions and the two motion conditions were thus crossed to form four

2separate experimental conditions.
We reasoned that if the infants in the blade-beside condition were led by the

perceptual similarity of the two octagons to view them as a single unit, then they
should expect the octagons to move together and be surprised when they did not.
The infants who saw only the right octagon move should thus look reliably longer
than the infants who saw both octagons move.

In addition, if the infants in the blade-between condition (a) reasoned that,
because the blade could be inserted between the octagons, the two could not
constitute a single unit, and (b) attached more importance to the interpretation
suggested by their knowledge of impenetrability (two units) than to the interpreta-
tion suggested by the octagons’ perceptual features (one unit), then they should
expect the octagons to move as separate units and be surprised when they did not.
The infants who saw the two octagons move together should therefore look
reliably longer than the infants who saw the right octagon move alone.

4. Method

4.1. Subjects

Subjects were 24 healthy, full-term infants ranging in age from 7 months, 23
days to 9 months, 0 days (M 5 8 months, 7 days). The infants’ names in this
experiment and in the next experiment were obtained from birth announcements
published in the local newspaper. Parents were contacted by letters and follow-up
phone calls. They were offered reimbursement for their travel expenses but were
not compensated for their participation.

2 The present method differed in a number of subtle ways from that used by Spelke et al. (1993): the
two parts of the adjacent display were placed side by side rather than one on top of the other, the parts
were moved to the side rather than upward, and so on. Though these differences were very likely
inconsequential, one difference may be worthy of comment. As is common in this literature (e.g.,
Kellman and Spelke, 1983), Spelke et al. used a within-subjects design in their experiment, showing
infants the move-apart and move-together events on alternating trials. In the present research, however,
we opted for a between-subjects design because we were concerned about the risk of contamination
effects with repeated, alternating trials. Consider, for example, an infant in the blade-beside condition
who saw the move-apart event first and the move-together event second. It seemed possible that the
infant (a) might show surprise at the first event because it depicted a motion inconsistent with her
interpretation of the familiarization display (one unit) and (b) might also show surprise at the second
event because it contradicted the interpretation suggested by the first event (two units). Because such
contamination effects, if they obtained, would tend to mask differences in infants’ responses to the
events, subjects in the present research were shown only one test event across trials.
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One-quarter of the infants were randomly assigned to each of the four
experimental groups formed by crossing the two blade positions and the two
motion conditions: blade-beside /move-together condition (M 5 8 months, 9 days),
blade-beside /move-apart condition (M 5 8 months, 7 days), blade-between/move-
together condition (M 5 8 months, 9 days), and blade-between/move-apart con-
dition (M 5 8 months, 5 days).

4.2. Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of a wooden cubicle 210 cm high, 102.5 cm wide, and
45.5 cm deep. The infant faced an opening 56 cm high and 95 wide in the front of
the apparatus. The floor of the apparatus was covered with dark purple cardboard,
the back wall was covered with gray contact paper, and the side walls were painted
white.

At the start of each test event, two octagons stood side by side on the floor of
the apparatus, 19 cm from the front edge and 31.5 cm from the right wall. Each
octagon was 16.5 cm high, 16.5 cm wide, and 10 cm deep, and had regular 7 cm
sides. Together, the octagons subtended about 288 (horizontal) and 148 (vertical) of
visual angle from the infant’s viewpoint. Each octagon was made of yellow
cardboard and was decorated with blue dots and with two blue horizontal stripes 2
cm high placed 2 cm apart.

To ensure an even contact between the octagons in their starting positions, a
magnet was affixed to the left octagon’s interior right side and a metal plate to the
right octagon’s interior left side. In the move-apart condition, a heavy weight was
inserted in the left octagon to prevent its moving with the right octagon when the
latter was pulled. In the move-together condition, hidden clips were used to fasten
the octagons together and thus prevent their breaking apart when the right octagon
was pulled.

In addition to the octagons, a blade was present in the apparatus at the beginning
of each test event. This blade consisted of a metal plate 27.5 cm high, 17 cm wide,
and 0.5 cm thick, encased on the top and sides in a red wooden frame 2.5 cm high
and 4 cm deep. When pressure was applied to the bottom of the blade, a center
panel slid smoothly upward, creating a large gap. Thus, although the blade
appeared to pass between the octagons in the blade-between condition, it in fact
merely slid upward, much like a magician’s knife that collapses within itself
instead of piercing its ‘‘victim’’. The blade’s design ensured that the octagons
remained motionless when the blade was lowered between them (even slight
motions might have provided the infants with useful common fate information;
e.g., Kellman et al., 1987; Kellman and Spelke, 1983; Kellman et al., 1986; Slater
et al., 1990).

The test objects were manipulated by an experimenter who wore a white
spandex glove 59 cm long on her left hand and arm. The hand entered the
apparatus through an opening 51 cm high and 24 cm wide in the right wall. This
opening was partially covered by a white muslin curtain.

The infants were tested in a brightly lit room. Four clip-on lights (each with a 40
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W light bulb) were attached to the back and side walls of the apparatus to provide
additional light. Two wooden frames, each 183 cm high and 71 cm wide and
covered with black cloth, stood at an angle on either side of the apparatus. These
frames served to isolate the infants from the experimental room. At the end of each
trial, a curtain consisting of a muslin-covered frame 60 cm high and 101 cm wide
was lowered in front of the opening in the front wall of the apparatus.

4.3. Events

The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of seconds needed to perform
the actions described. To help the experimenter adhere to the events’ scripts, a
metronome beat softly once per second.

4.3.1. Blade-between /move-together event
Each test trial was preceded by a pretrial in which the blade was manipulated.

At the start of the pretrial, the blade faced the infant, 5 cm from the right wall of
the apparatus and 5 cm behind the right octagon; the experimenter’s gloved hand
held the top of the blade’s wooden frame. The hand lifted the blade from above
and rotated it 908 (1 s) so that it stood parallel to the infant’s line of sight; in this
position, only the blade’s wooden frame was visible. Next, the hand lowered the
blade between the octagons and lightly tapped the apparatus floor once per second.
After the computer signaled that the infant had accumulated 6 s of looking at the
blade, the hand removed it from the apparatus through the opening in the right
wall (2 s). The hand immediately re-entered the apparatus (1 s), to begin the test
trial proper. The hand first paused (1 s) on the floor, about half-way between the
right octagon and the opening in the right wall. Next, the hand grasped the right
octagon (1 s) and pulled it 16 cm to the right at the approximate rate of 8 cm/s (2
s). The left octagon moved with the right octagon, sliding smoothly over the
apparatus floor. After a 1 s pause, the hand pushed the octagons back to their
starting positions (2 s). The hand then returned to its resting position on the
apparatus floor (1 s), paused for 1 s, and again grasped the right octagon,
beginning a new event cycle. Cycles were repeated without stop until the computer
signaled that the trial had ended (see below). When this occurred, a second
experimenter lowered the curtain in front of the apparatus.

4.3.2. Blade-between /move-apart event
The test event shown to the infants in the blade-between/move-apart condition

was identical to that shown to the infants in the blade-between/move-together
condition except that only the right octagon moved: the left octagon remained
stationary throughout the event.

4.3.3. Blade-beside /move-together event and blade-beside /move-apart event
The test events shown to the infants in the blade-beside /move-together and

move-apart conditions were identical to those shown to the infants in the blade-
between/move-together and move-apart conditions, respectively, with one excep-
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tion. At the start of each test trial, the hand lowered the blade 16 cm to the right of
the octagons instead of between them.

4.4. Procedure

During the experiment, each infant sat on his or her parent’s lap in front of the
apparatus. The infant’s head was approximately 65 cm from the octagons. The
parent was asked not to interact with the infant while the experiment was in
progress. The parent was also instructed to close his or her eyes during the test
trials.

The infant’s looking behavior was monitored by two observers who viewed the
infant through peepholes in the cloth-covered frames on either side of the
apparatus. The observers were not told and could not determine whether the

3infants were assigned to the move-together or the move-apart condition. Each
observer held a button box connected to a Dell microcomputer and depressed the
button when the infant attended to the events. Each trial was divided into 100 ms
intervals, and the computer determined in each interval whether the two observers
agreed on the direction of the infant’s gaze. Inter-observer agreement was
calculated for each trial on the basis of the number of intervals in which the
computer registered agreement, out of the total number of intervals in the trial.
Agreement in this experiment and in the next experiment averaged 92% or more
per trial per infant. The looking times recorded by the primary observer were used
to determine the end of the trials.

The infants first received a familiarization trial. The purpose of this trial was to
give the infants the opportunity to inspect the experimental display and form an
interpretation of its composition. During the trial, the octagons stood stationary in
the apparatus; neither the experimenter’s hand nor the blade was present so as to
not distract the infants. The trial ended when the infants either (a) looked away
from the display for 2 consecutive seconds after having looked at it for at least 10
cumulative seconds or (b) looked at the display for 30 cumulative seconds without
looking away for 2 consecutive seconds. Analysis of the looking times of the
infants in the four experimental conditions during the familiarization trial revealed
no reliable differences, F(1, 20) 5 0.16 (blade-beside /move-together condition,
M 5 15.0, SD 5 7.1; blade-beside /move-apart condition, M 5 15.8, SD 5 7.4;
blade-between/move-together condition, M 5 16.0, SD 5 4.8; and blade-between/
move-apart condition, M 5 19.1, SD 5 7.7).

Following the familiarization trial, the infants saw the test event appropriate for
their condition, as described above, on two successive trials. Each test trial ended

3 The observers could determine whether the infants were in the blade-beside or the blade-between
condition by the direction of their gaze during the pretrial preceding each test trial. The infants’ gaze
did not reveal, however, whether they were watching the move-apart or the move-together event during
the test trials. For each infant, the primary observer (whose input was used to end the trials) was asked
to guess, after the final test trial, which of the two test events the infant had seen. The primary observer
guessed correctly for only 13 of the 24 infants in the experiment, a chance performance.
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when the infants either (a) looked away from the event for 2 consecutive seconds
after having looked at it for at least 8 cumulative seconds (beginning at the end of
the pretrial, when the hand removed the blade from the apparatus) or (b) looked at
the event for 60 cumulative seconds without looking away for 2 consecutive
seconds. The 8 s value was chosen to ensure that the infants had sufficient
information to distinguish between the move-apart and the move-together events.

Preliminary analyses revealed no reliable effect of sex on the infants’ total
looking times at the move-apart and the move-together events (all Fs , 0.77). The
data were therefore collapsed in subsequent analyses.

5. Results

Fig. 6 presents the mean total looking times of the infants in the four
experimental conditions. It can be seen that the infants in the blade-beside
condition looked longer when the octagons moved apart than when they moved
together, whereas the infants in the blade-between condition showed the opposite
looking pattern.

The infants’ looking times were summed across the two test trials and compared
by means of a 2 3 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Blade Position Condition
(blade-beside or blade-between) and Motion Condition (move-together or move-
apart) as between-subjects factors. There was a significant Blade Position
Condition 3 Motion Condition interaction, F(1, 20) 5 12.37, p , .0025. Planned
comparisons indicated that the infants in the blade-beside condition looked reliably
longer when the octagons moved apart (M 5 110.5, SD 5 13.8) than when they

Fig. 6. Infants’ mean looking times at the four test events in Experiment 1.
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moved together (M 5 75.5, SD 5 29.3), F(1, 20) 5 6.44, p , .025; in contrast, the
infants in the blade-between condition looked reliably longer when the octagons
moved together (M 5 120.0, SD 5 0) than when they moved apart (M 5 86.4,
SD 5 35.1), F(1, 20) 5 5.93, p , .025. No other effects were significant.

Because across conditions many infants looked the maximum number of
seconds allowed per trial (60 s) on both test trials, there was reason to doubt
whether an ANOVA was the appropriate way to analyze the present data. In the
blade-between/move-together condition, all 6 of the infants looked the maximum
total of 120 s on the test trials; the corresponding numbers for the other three
conditions were: blade-between/move-apart, 2 infants; blade-beside /move-to-
gether, 1 infant; and blade-beside /move-apart, 3 infants. These results are
interesting in themselves, because they suggest that it was primarily the infants
who saw motions inconsistent with their physical (blade-between/move-together)
or configural (blade-beside /move-apart) beliefs that looked the maximum amount
of time allowed: whereas 9 of the 12 infants in these two ‘‘surprising’’ conditions
looked 120 s, only 3 of the 12 infants in the non-surprising conditions (blade-
between/move-apart and blade-beside /move-together) did so, a difference that is
significant by a Fisher test ( p , .025).

To address the concerns raised by the presence of censored observations in the
data (i.e., the infants who looked at the test displays for the maximum amount of
time allowed), a final set of analyses was carried out using survival analysis
techniques designed to accommodate censored data (Lee, 1992). The survival
analyses compared the empirical survival distributions (i.e., the estimated prob-
abilities that the infants were still looking at each second within a test trial) of the
move-together and move-apart infants in each blade position condition. The
survival distributions were estimated using the product-limit method in the BMDP
1L program (Dixon, 1992); trial was included as a stratification variable. The
results were similar to those of the ANOVA, as determined by the Peto–Prentice
version of the Generalized Wilcoxon (W ) statistic, which is asymptotically

2distributed as x . In the blade-beside condition, the infants who saw the move-1

apart event looked reliably longer than the infants who saw the move-together
event, W(1) 5 5.75, p , .025. The effect was reversed for the screen-between
condition, with the infants who saw the move-together event looking reliably
longer than the infants who saw the move-apart event, W(1) 5 8.91, p , .005.

6. Discussion

The infants in the blade-beside condition looked reliably longer when only the
right octagon moved than when both the right and the left octagons moved; the
infants in the blade-between condition showed the opposite looking pattern.
Together, these results suggest that the infants in the blade-beside condition
perceived the octagons as one cohesive unit and hence expected them to move
together and were surprised when this expectation was violated. In contrast, the
infants in the blade-between condition viewed the octagons as two separate units
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and thus expected them to move independently and were surprised when they did
not.

The findings of Experiment 1 point to three conclusions. The first is that
8-month-old infants are able to use configural knowledge to organize stationary
adjacent displays. The results of the blade-beside condition suggest that the infants
were led by the highly similar features of the two octagons to group them into a
single unit. The second conclusion is that 8-month-old infants can use their
intuitions about impenetrability to segregate adjacent displays. The results of the
blade-between condition suggest that the infants perceived the octagons as two
distinct units because they realized, after seeing the blade inserted between the
octagons, that the two could not be attached. Finally, the third conclusion is that,
when faced with two conflicting interpretations of a display, one suggested by
their configural and one by their physical knowledge, 8-month-old infants allow
the latter to override the former. After the blade was removed from the apparatus,
the infants in the blade-between condition saw the same display as the infants in
the blade-beside condition and thus were exposed to the same featural information;
nevertheless, the infants in the blade-between condition judged that the octagons
constituted two rather than one unit.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 2 was designed to confirm and extend the results of Experiment 1.
Two questions were addressed. First, would 8-month-old infants organize a
three-dimensional adjacent display composed of two highly dissimilar (as opposed
to two identical) parts in accordance with its perceptual features? Second, would
infants bring to bear their knowledge of support (rather than impenetrability) when
segregating the display?

The infants in Experiment 2 first received a familiarization trial in which they
saw a stationary adjacent display consisting of a yellow, zigzag-edged cylinder on
the left, and a blue, rectangular box on the right (see Fig. 7 Fig. 8). For half of the
infants (cylinder-down condition), the cylinder rested on the floor of the apparatus
and made contact with the lower portion of the box. For the other infants
(cylinder-up condition), the cylinder was suspended above the apparatus floor and
made contact with the upper portion of the box. Following the familiarization trial,
the infants received four test trials in which they saw a gloved hand grasp the
cylinder and pull it a short distance to the left. For half of the infants in each
cylinder position condition, the cylinder and box moved together as one unit
(move-together condition). For the other infants, the cylinder moved apart form the
box, which remained stationary (move-apart condition). The two cylinder position
and the two motion conditions were thus crossed to form four separate experimen-
tal conditions.

We reasoned that if the infants in the cylinder-down condition were led by the
different features of the cylinder and box to perceive them as separate units, then
they should expect the box to remain stationary when the cylinder moved and be
surprised when this expectation was violated. The infants in the move-together
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Fig. 7. Schematic drawing of the events shown to the infants in Experiment 2.

Fig. 8. Schematic drawing of the events shown to the infants in Experiment 2.
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condition should therefore look reliably longer than the infants in the move-apart
condition.

In addition, if the infants in the cylinder-up condition (a) reasoned that, because
the box provided the cylinder’s only visible means of support, the two must be
attached and (b) allowed the interpretation dictated by support to supersede that
suggested by the display’s perceptual features, then they should expect the
cylinder and box to move as a single unit and be surprised when they did not. The
infants in the move-apart condition should thus look reliably longer than the
infants in the move-together condition.

7. Method

7.1. Subjects

Subjects were 24 healthy, full-term infants ranging in age from 7 months, 17
days to 7 months, 29 days (M 5 7 months, 23 days). One-quarter of the infants
were randomly assigned to each of the four experimental conditions: cylinder-
down/move-together (M 5 7 months, 27 days), cylinder-down/move-apart (M 5 7
months, 21 days), cylinder-up/move-together (M 5 7 months, 24 days), and
cylinder-up/move-apart (M 5 7 months, 19 days).

7.2. Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of a wooden cubicle 182 cm high, 103 cm wide, and 45
cm deep. The infant faced an opening 40 cm high and 93 cm wide in the front wall
of the apparatus. The floor of the apparatus was covered with pale blue cardboard
and the back and side walls were covered with brightly lined white contact paper.
The back wall presented a horizontal slit 3 cm high and 100 cm wide that was
partly concealed by a ribbon of white fringe 5 cm high affixed to the wall
immediately above the slit. The slit was located 22 cm above the apparatus floor.

The experimental display shown to the infants in the cylinder-down condition
was composed of a zigzag-edged cylinder and a rectangular box placed side by
side on the apparatus floor. The cylinder was 22 cm long and 10 cm in diameter. It
consisted of a rigid section of clothes dryer vent hose that was stuffed and had its
ends curved slightly forward. The left end of the cylinder was covered with
cardboard; the right end was covered with a thin metal disk. The entire cylinder
was painted bright yellow. The box was 32.5 cm high, 12 cm wide, and 12 cm
deep. It was made of thick cardboard and was covered with bright blue contact
paper decorated with small white squares. One of the box’s corners faced the
infants. The left rear wall of the box (not visible to the infants) had two magnet
insets, one 3.5 cm from the bottom and one 9.5 cm from the top. The cylinder lay
on the apparatus floor with its right, metallic end set against the box’s bottom
magnet (this design ensured an even contact between the cylinder and the box in
their starting positions; it also ensured that the box moved with the cylinder in the
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move-together event). To help make clear to the infants that the cylinder and box
were adjacent, the front 2.5 cm of the cylinder’s right end protruded from the
box’s left corner. The box was 17.5 cm from the front edge of the apparatus and
30 cm from the right wall; the cylinder was 20 cm from the front edge of the
apparatus and 33 cm from the left wall. Together, the cylinder and box subtended
about 298 (horizontal) and 278 (vertical) of visual angle from the infants’
viewpoint.

The experimental display shown to the infants in the cylinder-up condition was
similar to that shown to the infants in the cylinder-down condition with one
exception: the cylinder was suspended 16 cm above the floor of the apparatus, with
its right, metallic end set against the box’s top magnet. The cylinder was held in
place (out of the infants’ view) by means of two clips attached to a metal rod 1 cm
in diameter and 53.5 cm long. This rod protruded through the slit in the back wall
of the apparatus. Behind the back wall, the rod was encased in a metal plate 8 cm
high, 5.5 cm wide, and 2 cm deep. This plate was mounted via linear ball bearings
on two metal shafts, each 1 cm in diameter and 91.5 cm long. The two shafts lay
parallel, one 7 cm above the other, forming a horizontal track (the shafts’
endpoints were attached to a metal frame). When the experimenter pulled the
cylinder, the rod and plate slid smoothly and easily along the track.

To produce the move-apart event shown to the infants in the cylinder-down and
cylinder-up conditions, a cardboard cover was placed over the box’s magnets and a
heavy weight was inserted in the box; these changes ensured that the box remained
in place when the cylinder was pulled.

In each test event, the cylinder was pulled by an experimenter’s right hand
wearing a bright silver spandex glove 59 cm long. The hand entered the apparatus
through an opening 22 cm high and 18 cm wide in the left wall. This opening was
partially hidden by a white muslin curtain.

The infants were tested in a brightly lit room. Four clip-on lights (each with a 40
W light bulb) were attached to the back and side walls of the apparatus to provide
additional light. Two wooden frames, each 182 cm high and 71 cm wide and
covered with blue cloth, stood at an angle on either side of the apparatus. These
frames served to isolate the infants from the experimental room. At the end of each
trial, a curtain consisting of a muslin-covered frame 100 cm high and 60 cm wide
was lowered in front of the opening in the front wall of the apparatus.

7.3. Events

7.3.1. Cylinder-down /move-together condition
At the start of each test trial, the experimenter’s right hand rested on the

apparatus floor about half-way between the cylinder and the opening in the left
wall. After a 1 s pause, the hand grasped the cylinder (1 s) and pulled it 14 cm to
the left at the approximate rate of 7 cm/s (2 s). The box moved with the cylinder,
its cardboard bottom sliding smoothly over the apparatus floor. The hand paused
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for 1 s and then pushed the cylinder and the box back to their starting positions (2
s). The hand then resumed its initial position on the apparatus floor (1 s). Each
event cycle thus lasted about 8 s. Cycles were repeated without stop until the
computer signaled that the trial had ended (see below). When this occurred, a
second experimenter lowered the curtain in front of the apparatus.

7.3.2. Cylinder-down /move-apart condition
The test event shown to the infants in the cylinder-down/move-apart condition

was identical to that shown to the infants in the cylinder-down/move-together
condition except that only the cylinder moved: the box remained stationary
throughout the trial.

7.3.3. Cylinder-up /move-together and cylinder-up /move-apart conditions
The test events shown to the infants in the two cylinder-up conditions were

identical to those shown to the infants in the corresponding cylinder-down
conditions except that the cylinder was now suspended above the apparatus floor.

7.4. Procedure

During the experiment, each infant sat on his or her parent’s lap in front of the
apparatus. The infant’s head was approximately 65 cm from the box.

The infants first received a familiarization trial. As in Experiment 1, this trial
was intended to give the infants the opportunity to observe the experimental
display and form an interpretation of its composition. For the infants in the
cylinder-down condition, the cylinder lay on the apparatus floor next to the box;
for the infants in the cylinder-up condition, the cylinder was suspended above the
apparatus floor next to the box. The experimenter’s hand did not enter the
apparatus during the trial so as to not distract the infants. The trial ended when the
infants either (a) looked away from the display for 2 consecutive seconds after
having looked at it for at least 10 cumulative seconds or (b) looked at the display
for 30 cumulative seconds without looking away for 2 consecutive seconds. No
reliable difference was found between the looking times during the familiarization
trial of the infants in the four experimental conditions, F(1, 20) 5 1.85, p . .10
(cylinder-down/move-together, M 5 11.3, SD 5 0.8; cylinder-down/move-apart,
M 5 15.9, SD 5 4.5; cylinder-up/move-together, M 5 15.3, SD 5 7.4; and cylin-
der-up/move-apart, M 5 14.3, SD 5 5.1).

Following the familiarization trial, the infants saw the test event appropriate for
their condition, as described above, on four successive trials (one advantage of
giving the infants four as opposed to two test trials, as in Experiment 1, was that it
decreased the likelihood that the infants would look the maximum number of
seconds allowed across all trials). Each test trial ended when the infants either (a)
looked away from the event for 2 consecutive seconds after having looked at it for
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at least 8 cumulative seconds or (b) looked at the event for 60 cumulative seconds
4without looking away for 2 consecutive seconds.

Preliminary analyses revealed no reliable effect of sex on the infants’ total
looking times at the test events (all Fs , 3.90, p . .05). The data were therefore
collapsed in subsequent analyses.

8. Results

Fig. 9 presents the mean total looking times of the infants in the four
experimental conditions. It can be seen that the infants in the cylinder-down
condition looked longer overall when the cylinder and box moved together than
when the cylinder moved alone. The infants in the cylinder-up condition, in
contrast, showed the opposite looking pattern.

The infants’ looking times were summed across the four test trials and
compared by means of a 2 3 2 ANOVA with Cylinder Position Condition
(cylinder-down or cylinder-up) and Motion Condition (move-together or move-

Fig. 9. Infants’ mean looking times at the four test events in Experiment 2.

4 The observers could determine whether the infants were in the cylinder-up or the cylinder-down
condition by the direction of their gaze during the familiarization and test trials. The infants’ gaze did
not reveal, however, whether they were watching the move-apart or the move-together event during the
test trials. Pilot data collected using the same procedure as in Experiment 2 revealed that, as in
Experiment 1, the primary observer was unable to reliably guess which of the two test events the
infants had seen.
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apart) as between-subjects factors. The interaction between the cylinder position
and the motion conditions was significant, F(1, 20) 5 11.24, p , .005. Planned
comparisons indicated that the infants in the cylinder-down condition who saw
both the cylinder and box move (M 5 156.6, SD 5 36.7) looked reliably longer
than the infants who saw only the cylinder move (M 5 107.1, SD 5 29.9), F(1,
20) 5 6.22, p , .025, whereas the infants in the cylinder-up condition who saw
only the cylinder move (M 5 171.6, SD 5 39.6) looked reliably longer than those
who saw both the cylinder and box move (M 5 127.0, SD 5 30.4), F(1, 20) 5

5.05, p , .05).
Although no infant in Experiment 2 looked the maximum number of seconds

(60 s) allowed on all four test trials, the data of this experiment were also
examined using survival analyses to provide a comparison with the results of
Experiment 1 (see Experiment 1 for details). These survival analyses yielded
results similar to those of the ANOVA. When the cylinder rested on the apparatus
floor, the infants in the move-together condition looked reliably longer than the
infants in the move-apart condition, W(1) 5 8.83, p , .005. When the cylinder lay
above the apparatus floor, the reverse pattern was found, W(1) 5 6.85, p , .01.

9. Discussion

The infants in the cylinder-down condition looked reliably longer at the
move-together than at the move-apart event, suggesting that they perceived the
cylinder and box as two distinct units. In contrast, the infants in the cylinder-up
condition looked reliably longer at the move-apart than at the move-together event,
suggesting that they viewed the cylinder and box as a single unit.

The results of Experiment 2 confirm and extend those of Experiment 1 in three
directions. First, the present results provide further evidence that, by 8 months of
age, infants attend to featural information when organizing stationary adjacent
displays. The results of the cylinder-down condition suggest that the infants were
led by the marked featural differences between the cylinder and box to view them
as distinct units. Second, the results of Experiment 2 are consistent with those of
Experiment 1 in revealing that, by 8 months of age, infants bring to bear their
physical knowledge when organizing displays. The results of the cylinder-up
condition suggest that the infants perceived the cylinder and box as a single unit
because they understood that the cylinder could not remain stable without the
box’s support. Finally, like the results of Experiment 1, the present results suggest
that, when confronted with two conflicting interpretations of a display, one based
on their configural knowledge and the other on their physical knowledge, 8-month-
old infants allow the second interpretation to supersede the first. The infants in the
cylinder-up condition judged the cylinder and box to form a single unit, even
though they presented the same featural dissimilarities as in the cylinder-down
condition, where the cylinder and box were perceived as two distinct units. We do
not mean to imply that the infants in the cylinder-up condition were unaware of
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the featural differences between the cylinder and box, but only that the infants
5disregarded these differences in segregating the display.

10. Conclusion

In the Introduction, we proposed that adults bring to bear three kinds of object
knowledge when segregating stationary three-dimensional displays: configural,
physical, and experiential knowledge. The present research suggests that, by 8
months of age, infants use both configural and physical knowledge when
organizing stationary adjacent displays. Furthermore, infants have available
integration strategies that allow them to effectively combine their different
expectations to resolve ambiguities or conflicts. Each of these achievements is
briefly discussed below.

5 Because we were primarily concerned with infants’ responses to the displays used in Experiments 1
and 2, we did not test adults with the same displays in a controlled experimental setting. We did,
however, informally solicit the judgments of a number of adults who were not informed of the goal of
our research; they were simply asked to predict which portions of each display would move if one part
were pulled.
In anticipating the results of these informal judgments, we were conscious that our adult subjects were
likely to consider many more issues in interpreting the displays than our infant subjects did. For
example, the adults might consider what materials were used to construct the displays, how they were
constructed, and what uses the object(s) in the displays might have. Therefore, we felt that it would not
be surprising to find similarities as well as differences in the infants’ and adults’ interpretations of the
displays.
Of the 14 adults who saw the blade-between display, 11 (79%) reported that the octagons would move
apart if one were pulled, and 3 (21%) judged that the octagons would move together. The reverse
pattern of results was found for the 14 adults who saw the blade-beside display: 4 (71%) reported that
the octagons would move apart if one were pulled, and 10 (29%) judged that the octagons would move
together. These results suggest that, like the infants, the adults perceived the two octagons as a single
unit when the blade was lowered beside them, but as separate units when the blade was lowered
between them.
Of the 14 adults who saw the cylinder-up display, 13 (93%) reported that the cylinder and box would
move together, and 1 (7%) claimed that the cylinder would move apart from the box. These results
suggest that, like the infants, the adults used their knowledge of support to segregate the display and
concluded that it must be composed of a single unit.
A more mixed result was found for the cylinder-down display. Of the 14 adults who saw the
cylinder-down display, 8 (57%) responded that the cylinder would move apart from the box and 6
(43%) reported that the cylinder and box would move together. There was thus a difference between
the infants’ and adults’ perception of the cylinder-down display: whereas the infants viewed it as
comprising two separate units, the adults saw it as somewhat ambiguous. We attribute this difference to
the fact that some of the adults used knowledge not available to the infants when interpreting the
display. Comments from two adults provides support for this line of reasoning. One adult mentioned
that she thought that the cylinder was attached to the box because the cylinder looked as though it could
be used as a handle for the box. The other adult asked whether the composite object was a kind of
vacuum cleaner. These comments suggest that at least some adults brought to bear experiential
knowledge that led them to perceive the display as a kind of household implement. We have recently
begun investigating infants’ use of experiential knowledge in segregation tasks (Needham and
Baillargeon, in press); some of these findings are discussed in the Conclusion section.
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10.1. Configural knowledge

The infants in the blade-beside condition in Experiment 1 viewed the octagons
as a single unit; in contrast, the infants in the cylinder-down condition in
Experiment 2 perceived the cylinder and box as two separate units. Together, these
results suggest that, by 8 months of age, infants already possess configural
knowledge: they expect surfaces with similar features to belong to a single unit,
and surfaces with dissimilar features to belong to distinct units.

Exactly what features of the displays did the infants in Experiments 1 and 2
consider to decide whether the displays contained one or two units? The present
data are insufficient to answer this question. The displays used in Experiments 1
and 2 were purposefully selected to maximize similarities or differences between
parts. Thus, the two octagons were co-planar and identical in shape, size, texture,
color, and pattern; the cylinder and box, in contrast, were non-planar and different
in shape, size, texture, color, and pattern. The infants may have used all or only
some of the features in each display to organize it (e.g., Kellman and Shipley,
1991). Further research is necessary to specify which perceptual features con-
tributed to the infants’ interpretation of the displays.

Would infants less than 8 months of age also demonstrate configural expecta-
tions in their responses to the displays used in Experiments 1 and 2? In the
Introduction, we reviewed considerable evidence that infants aged 5 months and
younger lack configural knowledge and organize neither partly occluded nor
adjacent displays in accordance with their featural properties. However, new
findings by Needham (in press) suggest that this characterization may have been
overly negative. In a series of experiments, Needham presented 7.5-, 6.5-, and
4.5-month-olds with the cylinder-down display used in Experiment 2. Only the
7.5-month-olds showed a reliable preference for the move-together over the
move-apart event; the 6.5- and 4.5-month-olds tended to look equally at the two
events, as though they were uncertain whether the cylinder and box formed one or
two units. When presented with a simplified version of the display, however, both
6.5- and 4.5-month-olds were able to parse the display into two units; furthermore,
the same positive result was obtained in a subsequent experiment in which a
narrow screen was placed in front of the simplified cylinder-down display to create
a partly occluded display.

The differences between the original and simplified versions of the cylinder-
down display (Needham, in press) were rather subtle. In the original version, the
ends of the cylinder curved slightly forward, its zigzag-edged shape was somewhat
irregular, and the box was oriented so that a corner faced the infant. In the
simplified version, the cylinder was straightened, rendering its zigzag-edged shape
more regular, and the box’s orientation was modified so that a side rather than a
corner faced the infant. Why did these changes help the infants achieve an
unambiguous interpretation of the display? In a recent chapter (Needham et al.,
1997), we proposed that, in order to segregate a stationary three-dimensional
display, infants must (a) represent the spatial and perceptual features of each
surface in the display; (b) compare the different surfaces in the display to
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determine whether their features are similar or not; and (c) interpret the
information yielded by the first two processes in light of their configural
knowledge. We further suggested that, when infants are unable to complete the first
or second process adequately, the segregation of the display becomes stalled at this
point – ‘‘later’’ processes do not take place, resulting in indeterminate percepts.
According to this account, Needham’s subjects succeeded in parsing the simplified
but not the original cylinder-down display because the latter was more complex
and overwhelmed their featural processing abilities. In Needham et al. (1997), we
report preliminary results that further support the present account, and also
reinterpret previous findings in light of the account.

The preceding discussion suggests that one important developmental difference
between the 8-month-olds tested in the present research and the 6.5- and 4.5-
month-olds tested by Needham (in press) has to do with the sophistication of their
featural processing abilities. We do not wish to claim, however, that the only
developmental change that takes place in infants’ use of configural knowledge is
their ability to apply this knowledge to increasingly complex displays. It seems
likely that the knowledge itself becomes more elaborate over time, with infants
learning to use a progressively richer set of features to organize displays. Future
research is needed to specify how each developmental strand contributes to the
complex pattern of positive and negative results that have been obtained in this
area.

10.2. Physical knowledge

The results of Experiment 1 indicated that, in contrast to the infants in the
blade-beside condition, the infants in the blade-between condition viewed the
octagons as two distinct units. Similarly, the results of Experiment 2 showed that,
in contrast to the infants in the cylinder-down condition, the infants in the
cylinder-up condition perceived the cylinder and box as a single unit. Together,
these results provide evidence that 8-month-old infants readily bring to bear their
knowledge of impenetrability and support when segregating displays.

Recent findings indicate that, when learning about a new type of physical event,
infants first form a preliminary, all-or-none initial concept that captures only the
bare essence of the event; with further experience, infants slowly identify discrete
and continuous variables that are relevant to the event (e.g., Baillargeon, 1994,
Baillargeon, 1995; Baillargeon et al., 1995). This developmental model suggests
that what physical knowledge infants bring to bear when organizing displays
depends primarily on what initial concepts and variables infants have identified.

To illustrate, consider the development of infants’ knowledge about support
events. In a series of experiments, we presented infants aged 3–12.5 months with
support problems involving a box and a platform (e.g., Needham and Baillargeon,
in press; Baillargeon et al., 1992; see Baillargeon, 1995 for a review). We found
that, by 3 months of age, infants have formed an initial concept centered on a
contact /no-contact distinction: they expect the box to fall if it loses all contact
with the platform and to remain stable otherwise. Between 3 and 12.5 months of
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age, infants identify at least three variables. At about 4.5 to 5 months, infants
begin to consider the type of contact between the box and the platform: they now
expect the box to remain stable if released on the top but not against the side of the
platform. At about 6.5 months, infants become aware that the amount of contact
between the box and the platform also affects the box’s stability: they now expect
the box to be stable if a large but not a small portion of its bottom surface rests on
the platform. Finally, at about 12.5 months of age, infants begin to attend to the
box’s shape (or weight distribution): they now expect an asymmetrical box to be
stable only if the proportion of the box that lies above the platform is greater than
that off the platform.

The developmental sequence just described suggests that the 8-month-old
infants in Experiment 2 correctly parsed the cylinder-up display because they had
already identified type of contact as a relevant variable: they understood that the
cylinder could not maintain its position in space if it were merely resting against
the box, and so they concluded that the two must be attached. The sequence
predicts that the infants would have reached the same conclusion had they been
presented with a display in which only the right edge of the cylinder lay on top of
the box; the infants would have recognized that the amount of contact between the
cylinder and the box was too small to ensure the box’s support. Finally, the
sequence predicts that the infants would have viewed the cylinder and the box as
separate objects had the cylinder been twisted into an ‘‘L’’ and placed on the top
of the box in such a way that half of the cylinder’s horizontal segment lay on the
box; at their stage of development, the infants would have judged the cylinder to
be adequately supported, since half of its bottom surface rested on the box, and so
they would have felt free to focus on the display’s featural properties alone.

Future experiments are planned to test these and other related predictions. One
advantage of such experiments, we believe, is that they make clear how tightly
interwoven are infants’ physical knowledge and segregation judgments, and how
readily advances in one can alter the other.

10.3. Experiential knowledge

Although the present experiments did not address infants’ use of experiential
knowledge, we have recently completed a series of experiments on this issue
(Needham and Baillargeon, in press) whose results have implications for the
present research. In these experiments, we presented 4.5-month-old infants with
the cylinder-down display used in Experiment 2. We followed the same procedure
as Needham (in press), with one exception: the infants were shown the box alone
for 5 s prior to seeing the whole display. The results indicated that this brief
exposure to the box was sufficient to help the infants segregate the display into
two distinct units. Positive results were also obtained when the exposure to the box
took place in the infants’ homes 24 h before they were tested with the cylinder-
down display. A prior experience with the box – even when brief or removed in
time and context – thus made it possible for the infants to organize the display:
they could not do so based on a featural analysis of the display (Needham, in
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press), but they did succeed when they were able to recognize the box and
segregate it from the adjacent cylinder.

The findings just described suggest interesting directions for future research.
Consider the infants in the cylinder-down condition in Experiment 2 who watched
the move-together event. These infants saw an event inconsistent with the
interpretation suggested by the featural properties of the display (two units). What
if the infants were brought back to the lab the next day or the next week, and
shown the same display again? Would the infants allow their experiential
knowledge (one unit) to override the interpretation suggested by their configural
knowledge (two units)? Furthermore, how would infants respond if presented, on
their return to the lab, with a similar but not identical version of the display (e.g.,
one that involved a box of a different color and pattern)? Evidence that the infants
readily generalized what they had learned about the first display to the second (one
unit) would suggest that infants, like adults, can use knowledge about single
objects as well as object categories to parse displays (recall the ‘‘household
implement’’ shown in Fig. 3).

10.4. Integration strategies

In Experiment 1, the infants perceived the two octagons as a single unit when
the blade was placed next to them, and as two units when the blade was inserted
between them. In Experiment 2, the infants perceived the cylinder and the box as
two units when both rested on the apparatus floor, and as a single unit when the
cylinder rested above the apparatus floor. The infants thus seemed to employ a
strategy for combining the featural and physical information in each display that
allowed the physical interpretation to supersede the featural one.

How might infants develop such an integration strategy? One possibility is that
it is simply the result of experience: infants might learn across situations that when
a display has conflicting configural and physical interpretations, it is usually better
(e.g., in terms of predicting object displacements) to adopt the latter rather than the
former.

Another, intriguing possibility is that infants’ integration strategy reflects an
important difference in their representations of physical and configural rules.
Specifically, infants might represent physical rules as more certain, and configural
rules as more probabilistic. The data (i.e., observations and manipulations) infants
collect about physical rules are generally consistent or homogeneous. Objects that
are released in mid-air – as when parents drop clothes in baskets, peas in pots, or
ice cubes in glasses – typically fall; balloons are one of the few exceptions to this
rule. The data infants gather about configural rules, on the other hand, must be less
consistent. In their daily worlds, infants must see quite a few objects – toys,
pacifiers, kitchen utensils – that are composed of perceptually distinct parts and
yet move as single objects. Thus, it might be that physical and configural rules
have associated with them a ‘‘strength’’ value that corresponds to the consistency
of the data on which they are based. Integrating conflicting interpretations of a
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display, on this view, would involve comparing the relative strengths of the
relevant rules and selecting the interpretation associated with the higher value.

10.5. Final remarks

The results of the present experiments suggest that 8-month-old infants’ ability
to segregate unfamiliar three-dimensional displays is far more sophisticated than
was previously known. Infants this age make use of both configural and physical
knowledge to organize stationary adjacent displays. Furthermore, infants respond
in remarkably adult-like ways when faced with conflicting featural and physical
interpretations, selecting the latter over the former. The present research is
significant in that it not only contributes to our understanding of infants’ object
segregation, but also helps shed light on the complex and fascinating interplay
between perceptual and cognitive development in infancy.
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